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 Crossing that magic age group might bring a few new wrinkles but also new experiences.
Readers will revel in these stories about powerful older singles and lovers finding new
careers, brand-new sports, new love, and new meaning to their lives. This collection is
definitely filled with humorous and fun adventures from those people who are actively
enjoying their "final years!Poultry Soup for the Soul: Inspiration for the Small at Heart
celebrates the fun and wonder to getting older!Life begins again at 60!" Stories about new
careers, volunteer work, sports and sport cars, love, family, and travels will amuse and
invigorate readers.
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Enjoyable stories, though more predictable than anticipated. I'm a big lover of the Chicken
Soup for the Soul Series. For awhile I could state to have read every one on the net (in English)
- but there's been an explosion of volumes. Some are mostly initial stories, and many are
primarily reprints of stories from prior books. I'm enjoying this one, but not feeling the need to
consume is at warp speed.Most of the stories though, pertain to those people who have the
nest egg saved up to travel or extra no expense in their endeavors. Who knows - maybe I
haven't yet found the most crucial gems in that one. In some way I'd gotten the mistaken
impression these stories centered on middle aged on up (i. I highly recommend this collection.
40's or 50's plus). It appears to spotlight over 60. Still pleasant and worth reading, just not quite
what I expected.. I bought this publication for my mother who is on . Maybe in a couple of
years when I can better identify with it I'll enjoy it more.. I bought this reserve for my mother
who is in the verge of retiring. There are plenty of self help books on that subject but I desired
to obtain her an uplifting book about the "golden years" instead a book that could just confuse
and be concerned her about what she should and really should not perform when retiring. She
told me she actually enjoys the book. Four Stars Beautiful book. Young at Heart Great book;
Five Stars Bought this for my dad & he enjoys it! An era where in fact the children are grown,
and exploration of the items one always wished to do but never really had the time can be
done. This particular reserve was presented with to the Oldest member attending our church
function. Bought for a co-worker who was retiring and she adored it. very inspiring. Superb for
all ages. You can find so many things that are better with age group, and when you attended
to be comfortable with the skin you are in, there are few things that may limit your
appreciation for every day and those that you meet up with. I purchased this reserve as a gift
for one of my friends who lately retired, and she thoroughly enjoys it while comforting with a
glass of tea.So often as we age we feel as if we are automatically struggling to do a number of
the things we've enjoyed previously. There are even some situations where you want to
continue to enjoy certain areas of existence, but others might feel as though we have dropped
that spark or right to perform what we feel just like we still can. Although some do give tips
and examples of more localized methods to pass on one’s wings, I got the impression that
seniors who need to be more frugal in their retirement, could find this book even more apt to
inspire yearning, instead of hope. All in all they make an excellent read. It's simply up to us to
be open to it. Was a gift for my dad and he loves all the Chicken Soup books New Book
IMPLIES THAT Inspiration Comes In Many Forms The Chicken Soup For The Soul series is by
far among the best literary experiences I've enjoyed as well as a life-altering experience for
the reader.The authors of CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE SOUL and those who've contributed their
stories to this book understand if you might not always be at your best, it generally does not
mean your best times are behind you.That is a book that people of all ages can read and see
that inspiration will come in many forms and from people of all walks of life. We need not let
age stop us from growing, from experiencing existence and more importantly stop living!
Poultry Soup for the Soul Reviewed This book was a pleasant surprise. I was expecting even
more bible passages and religious theory. Great I have loved the Chicken Soul collection for
several years. Retirement may also mark a fresh beginning. Poultry Soup for the Soul
Inspiration for the Young in mind I love all the Poultry Soup books. No regrets about the
purchase, there are just others in the series that I love even more. For all those people this
book will not only open your eyes, but hopefully widen your appreciation for people who have
age group and wisdom on their side. Overall it is very entertaining and acquired me chuckling
out loud several times. This reserve is filled up with humorous, uplifting stories that encourage



the old generation that while pension may mean the end of life as they know it, this doesn’t
need to be a bad thing. The tales are unique, some provide a tear to your attention, some
provide a great belly-laugh and others evoke contemplation.The big lesson? In this fresh
installment INSPIRATION FOR THE YOUNG IN MIND I feel as though individuals of all ages will
love the lessons, the stories and the inspiration that comes from it.e.
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